
Zig When They Zag



Integrated Marketing Strategy, More Enrollments

• It is hard to determine in today’s market where to start and how to build an 

Integrated Marketing Strategy that will generate not only leads and enrollments 

for your school, but also build your brand.

• The following is a step-by-step guide on where to start and what to do next in 

the “build-out” of your marketing program.

• All strategies are listed in order of importance per our assessment.
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#1 Get Back to Referrals

1. Develop a referral strategy that is within compliance guidelines

2. Incorporate referrals into your everyday marketing strategy

• Ask for three people who may be interested in attending the school

• Run “bring a friend to school” days

3. Extend the referral program and its strategy to admissions staff

4. Incentivize based on accepted guidelines
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#2 Your Website
Your website is your online lobby. Provide a welcoming, engaging and intuitive experience for 

all visitors – one that tells them who you are, but in a way that makes them want to learn more.
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1. Ensure your website is responsively built. 

Responsive web design provides a seamless, 

device-agnostic viewing experience for all visitors

2. Pretty doesn’t necessarily produce profits

3. Every page, every blog post, and every single facet 

of your website should include at least one simple 

way for visitors to provide their contact information



#3 Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
The goal of SEO is to have search engine spiders not only find your site and pages, but also 

rank the page relevance so that it appears at the top of the search engine results.
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1. Implement website silo architecture with maximum 

optimizations, while structuring the products and 

main keyword themes into silos

2. Implement off-site marketing campaigns to develop 

a personalized brand broadcasting and publishing 

network

3. Increase conversions by converting a higher 

percentage of traffic



#3 Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
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4. Increase quality traffic in all traffic types, sources 

and devices

5. Capture and own organic market share for branded 

and non-branded keywords

6. Focus on highly-trafficked, geo-targeted regions 

while optimizing for geo-location keywords and 

universal keywords



#4 Remarketing
You have qualified leads under your nose, sniff them out.

1. Outline an internal, qualified data management strategy 

that is compliant

2. Outline the marketing touch strategies to contact existing 

qualified prospects

3. Manage and clean the database monthly

4. Text, Email, Call and Direct Mail — Be at the right place 

at the right time when that consumer decides to buy
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#5 Pay Per Click (PPC)
Paid search campaigns are designed to capture interest from users based on their behavioral 

intent, generating highly qualified, single-sourced inquiries grounded in actual interest

1. Utilize your targeted keywords and phrases from your SEO strategy

2. Manage it like a stock market floor trader:  Daily analysis of list refinement, increasing bids, 

expanding your keyword list, improving click through rates and refining ad copy

3. Target two to three key words and bid your way to page #1 - Google has gone on the 

record as saying that conversation rates don’t vary much by first page position 

4. Don’t compete with yourself
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#6 Pay Per Lead (PPL)
Complement the quality you will receive from your web site, SEO and PPC with 

controlled volume from PPL.
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1. Develop standards for lead validity

2. Utilize trusted, proven lead generation vendors

3. Optimization is “King”

4. Control the pipeline – find the performance threshold for 

acceptable inquiry volume

5. Improve your overall ROI by driving down your cost per start 
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Increased 
Conversion

#6 PPL Optimization

Inquiry Scoring Approach

Step 1:  Vendor Scoring and Propensity to Convert

Step 2:  CQR Check

Step 3:  Mobile / Landline Indicator

Step 4:  Segmentation Indexing



#7 Social Media Strategy
Social media gives weight to SEO and PPC as well as builds a brand for your product on the internet.
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1. Utilize Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, 

Instagram and Pinterest

2. Be committed to manage the network daily

3. Utilize social media ad networks for geo-targeting

4. When posting have the right mix of pictures, 

questions or quotes

5. Resonate with customers, give them something 

relatable and human in which to connect

6. Social drives SEO rankings based on relevancy



#8 TV – Broadcast, Cable and Streaming

Viewer programming is still the best way to reach the mass audience.
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1. Biggest bang

2. Diversify your purchase – Find the right mix of 

broadcast, cable and online viewers
• Hulu, YouTube and SlingTV are all getting better at rolling out cost-

effective advertising options

• Consider utilizing YouTube's TruView ad platform, where you only pay 

when your entire ad is watched. If the user skips, you don't pay

3. Rotate your strategy to maximize your reach

4. Test new media after initial offering to determine early 

adopter outcomes



#9 Landing Page Management

Landing pages make a difference in optimization
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1. As far as landing pages go, it's best practice to have programmatic landing pages for 

each program a school is running, specifically for PPC. 

2. We're seeing far better conversion rates when we push to programmatic landing pages 

vs. microsites or homepages of sites, even if those sites are optimized to convert



The Rest – Find What Supplements Your Marketing
Test, move, test, move, test – Show some creative flair.

1. Direct Mail – High CPL and CPS, but highly targeted if used 

with Emailing.

2. Print – Dying medium. Still works for a few schools, but not 

many. Review publications and identify a “size” and creative 

strategy to get you noticed.

3. Radio – Always high CPL and CPS, but still has strong 

awareness. Should have fun with it to break the clutter.

4. Outdoor – Fun medium and builds awareness. 
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Stronger Media Mix, More Enrollments

• PPI 25% of your spend; 20% of your enrollments

• Digital 25% of your spend; 35% of your enrollments

• Traditional 30% of your spend; 30% of your enrollments

• Remarketing 10% of your spend; 10% of your enrollments

• Other sources 10% of your spend; 5% of your enrollments

• Targeted Overall Conversion Rate: 7.3%
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Thank you.
Questions?

Contact me: ggragg@graggadv.com

Leave me your card and I will email this 
presentation to you.
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